Allied Tool & Die Is Pleased To Announce
Their Latest Technology Acquisitions And
Lights Out Operations

THEY HAVE THE CAPACITY YOU
NEED.

By all accounts, Allied Tool & Die Company has been
successful during its past 6+ decades in their ability to
support customers with their precision fabrication and
machining needs. Today, the entire Allied team is proud to
announce that they have effectively eliminated the bottleneck
to gaining substantial new (production quantity) business
with the addition of new technology and methodology with
one goal in mind: CAPACITY.
Allied Tool & Die Co. is a precision machine and fabrication
business. The family owned and operated company, in
business for 67 years now, operates in a 36,000 square
foot set of buildings in the heart of downtown Phoenix,
and has a 20,000 square foot satellite facility in Mexico to
support its US customers’ Mexico operations. The AS9100
Revision D, Nadcap accredited company manufactures parts
for aerospace, medical, communications, and commercial
industries with their products shipping throughout the world.
CEO Bill Jordan (3rd generation family owner) took over
the company’s management and strategy in 2015. Allied Tool
& Die changed from maintaining the status quo to carefully
planned and consistent growth. The plan required strategic
investments in infrastructure and equipment, changing the
business model, reorganizing departments, and focusing
on efficiency. One area that did not need changing is the
company culture and employee benefits. The Jordan family
has always believed that investing in the employees will
attract and retain top performers in the industry. Allied
strives to create a culture of happy and motivated employees
via the following:

Great Benefits: Allied is always searching for ways to add
value to their benefit programs. The company understands
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the importance of employee benefits and great care and consideration is given to
crafting benefits that employees want and can actually use.These include medical,
dental, telehealth, vacation, sick time, tuition reimbursement, bonuses, health/
wellness programs, etc. Allied has benchmarked above the average National and
Arizona benefit packages for the last 10 years and resisted reducing benefits
during economic downturns.

Active Engagement in The Manufacturing Industry: CEO

Bill Jordan is an active member of several manufacturing associations. He
is a member of the board of directors for the Arizona Tooling & Machining
Association (ATMA) where he chairs the workforce development program. He
also is a board member of the Arizona Precision Manufacturing Apprenticeship
Program (AzPMAP) and Allied has hired 2 apprentices through this program.
The company recently became involved with Phoenix R.I.S.E. (Reach and Invest
Summer Program), a summer youth workforce-training program, and will be
taking on 2 student interns this summer. Through the workforce development
program ATMA companies have placed 13 youth with internship positions this
summer with Phoenix RISE.

Great Place to Work: Since the company is a great place to work, superior

employees stay. The average tenure is 8.6 years for the workforce of nearly 90.
CNC Process and Machining Manager Jamie Lerma says that the company does
an excellent job of hiring both raw and experienced talent where promotion
from within is a core value. Company-wide quarterly meetings are held to
discuss performance metrics and give employee recognition. The first quarter
meeting of 2018 even had onsite massage therapy.

Some of the Best Talent in the Industry: Allied is always striving to hire

talent with a strategic goal in mind: producing quality parts on time at an economical
price for their customers. It is not a matter of just filling an open position or human
capital but finding those personnel that truly complement Allied’s objectives and mission
statement. By encouraging a team environment, employees gain a voice and feel a sense of
pride in the finished product they have helped to create. Allied believes in cross-training
and giving employees the opportunity to shine by rising to challenges inherent to the
manufacturing environment. In fact, many employees who have left Allied for various
reasons end up returning due to the unique culture that is Allied Tool & Die Company!

EXPANSION
Jeff Moorhead, Vice President/ General Manager with the company, says, “Our growth
was slowed due to our capacity. We have a relatively new customer experiencing
extremely high growth. As we have proposed taking on more of their work, this is what
we hear, “You guys are phenomenal, your pricing is great and your quality is outstanding.
You can’t meet the lead times for the quantities we require.”
Bill says, “The initial capital expenditures from 2015, particularly new machine tool and
software purchases, have now been paid and it is time to embark on another round of
major capital purchases.” He continued, “We are ready to take on new customers with
dramatically increased capacity.”

Fabrication
a.

Just 3 years ago, Allied Tool & Die purchased their first fiber laser, a 3000-Watt HK
Supercell HX 300G, which replaced their C02 laser, and resulted in laser cutting that
was 8 times faster. A year later, they purchased another fiber laser, effectively doubling
their laser capacity with the purchase of an IPG Photonics 2000 Watt LaserCube.

b.

In 2016 a Mitsubishi
Wire EDM (FA10S) was
purchased. It enables EDM
parts to run 2.5 times
faster than they previously
were able to.

c.

their previous part marking capabilities.

e.

In April 2018 the company purchased
the SafanDarley E-Brake B, which is a 10’ 120
ton electric press brake. Jeff says its offers the
latest in electronic press brake technology, with
such options such as 3D back gauge, laser angle
measurement and the EC40 smart control.

A Flow waterjet was
also added for internal for
internal use in 2016 to
speed up thick cuts and
reduce machining time.
Jeff says that the company
was previously outsourcing
waterjet cutting. Bringing
it in-house reduced
turnaround times and costs.

Some of the greatest upgrades/capital machining
expenditures that Allied Tool undertook was in
their machine shop. In 2015 an NTX2000 Mill/
Turn was added to the 3, 4, and 5-axis machining
equipment at Allied. Four new CNC machines have
been added so far this year.

d.

a.

L a s t ye a r, t h ey
p u r c h a s e d a 5 0 Wat t
IPG Fiber laser-marking
m a c h i n e, e f f e c t i ve ly
gaining a 10 fold speed over

Machining

Kitamura Supercell-300G 5-Axis 20 pallet
Horizontal Machining Center. Its horizontal
configuration allows flexibility for single set-up,
unmanned machining. It comes standard with a
20-station automatic pallet changer and has ultra
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it to 1-2 steps. It will also
be part of our entrée to
lights out machining.”

b.

The company has
another 5 axis Kitamura
4G mac hine that is
being installed in June.
It has a larger machining
envelope to work on
larger parts.
Bill says that with and
the addition of these two
new 5-axis machines
i t w i l l e f f e c t i ve ly
quadruple Allied’s 5 axis
capabilities.

c. Two new Samsung mill/turn centers (SL 2500ASY and SL 2500

BSY) were added to the machine shop. Jamie says, “We already had
mill turn centers so these two new Samsung machining centers are
part of the plan to dramatically increase our capacity.”

Significant Other Milestones/
Improvements

a.

Inspection Room – The company has purchased another fully
automated CMM, a HexagonGlobal. Jeff says, “We were housing
our inspection equipment in the Engineering department, and the
newest Hexagon wouldn’t fit. Today, all the CMMs are conveniently
located in one space.”

b. Precision Hand Finishing Room – The enclosed room, designed

for high precision deburr types of operations, now sits in close
proximity to the machine centers, so deburr can occur in between
machining operations.

c.

FactoryWiz Monitoring – The company implemented this
powerful software and data collection system to monitor equipment
usage and tool life. The real-time reports derived from the software
is displayed on large screen monitors visible throughout the shop.
This will help all Allied Tool team members to better understand the
workflow at any given time.
high positioning Accuracy: ±0.000079”/full stroke, Repeatability:
±0.000039”.
Bill says, “This machining center is so new that we are the first company
west of the Mississippi to have one on our floor. We had never seen a
system that changed pallets in the same way a tool changer works. In
essence, our new Kitamura has two tool changers, except that one system
is just for swapping the pallets. The smaller machining envelope of this
machine fits 80% of the work we do today.” Jeff adds, “It is taking 3-5
machining steps we were doing with existing machine tools and reducing
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Allied Tool & Die Company will be hosting an
Open House on July 12th from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. to
share their recent major business upgrades with
customers. Please contact Jeff Moorhead at jeff.
moorhead@alliedtool.com or 602-402-6008 to
RSVP for the Open House. If you are looking for
a high precision machine and fabrication company
with state-of-the-art technology, be sure to visit
Allied Tool & Die Company on LinkedIn or at
www.alliedtool.com.

